aktivLOK.
Enduring the rigors, with interlocking, seamless style.
Regupol AktivTM sports and fitness roll flooring is also available in interlocking tiles. These recycled rubber
tiles interlock with a fit so precise, its seams are virtually invisible. Like Regupol Aktiv, AktivLok goes well
beyond “fitness for purpose” in the selectorized area, the spinning room, the “iron den”– every space in
the facility.

Performance. Measured in miles.
Thousands of miles of AktivLok have been manufactured using state-of-the-science equipment, the
cleanest raw materials, and the most consistent color infusion. You get toughness, resiliency, shock
absorption, durability, safety and great looks. That’s overall performance only the inventor can offer.

Loose-laid for easy installation and “non-permanent” permanence.
AktivLok can be loose-laid over almost any sub-floor or finished floor, without permanent bonding to the
substrate. But, make no mistake about it, AktivLok stays put until you’re ready to remove it or relay it.
Plus, because it’s made of up to 100% post-consumer tire rubber and post-industrial EPDM rubber to the
strictest environmental standards, using AktivLok can qualify your facility for LEED credits.
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Design flexibility is locked in.
Regupol AktivLok can be used to create an entire fitness floor in virtually any creative, attractive pattern you can
imagine. Or use it in combination with Regupol Aktiv roll flooring as a border or other accent treatment.

core series
Additional colors available upon request. Minimums apply.

AL10101
Gray Hound

AL10102
Jayz Blue

Center tile

Corner tile
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Border tile

AL10105
Firestorm Red

AL10104
Titan Tan
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AL10100
Jet Black
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product form
Dimensions: 24" x 24" x 3/8"
Available in corner, border and center tiles.
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Product PERFORMANCE DATA
ASTM D3676
ASTM D2240 (Shore A)
ASTM D624
ASTM D412
ASTM D412
ASTM F137 1/4" Mandrel
ASTM F925

Density
Hardness
Tear Strength
Elongation
Tensile Strength
Flexibilty
Resistance To Chemicals
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60 pcf
60 +/-5
80 pli min
>145%
>220 PSI
Pass
No change

Sound Absorption
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